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Abstract
A novel model for Fisher discriminant analysis is developed in this paper. In the new model, maximal Fisher criterion values
of discriminant vectors and minimal statistical correlation between feature components extracted by discriminant vectors are
simultaneously required. Then the model is transformed into an extreme value problem, in the form of an evaluation function.
Based on the evaluation function, optimal discriminant vectors are worked out. Experiments show that the method presented
in this paper is comparative to the winner between FSLDA and ULDA.
? 2003 Pattern Recognition Society. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Fisher discriminant analysis is a very important method
for feature extraction. Foley–Sammon linear discriminant
analysis (FSLDA) and uncorrelated linear discriminant analysis (ULDA) are well known as two kinds of Fisher discriminant analysis. Studies show that the Fisher criterion value
of each FSLDA discriminant vector is always not less than
that of corresponding ULDA discriminant vector. This can
be regarded as an advantage for FSLDA, because for a discriminant vector greater Fisher criterion value means more
powerful discriminability. On the other hand, ULDA always obtains the uncorrelated feature components, whereas
FSLDA usually obtains correlative feature components and
sometimes the feature components are highly correlative to
each other [2,3]. For discriminant vectors, it appears that
the less correlative to each other the feature components
extracted by them are, the better the discriminant vectors
are [2]. So, in this sense, extracting uncorrelated feature
components is an advantage for ULDA. It seems that ideal
discriminant vectors not only correspond to maximal Fisher
criterion values but also correspond to minimal correlations
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between extracted feature components. However, unfortunately, neither of ULDA and FSLDA can achieve this kind
of ideal discriminant vectors. Moreover, both FSLDA and
ULDA are not very eEcient. We may suppose that there is
a balance between great Fisher criterion values and low correlation between extracted feature components, for discriminant vectors, and under that equilibrium the performance
of corresponding discriminant vectors is excellent. In this
paper, an attempt for this is made. A novel problem model
for Fisher discriminant analysis is proposed. In the novel
model, both maximal Fisher criterion values and minimal
correlations between extracted feature components are taken
as objective functions for optimal discriminant vectors. After the problem model is transformed into an evaluation
function, optimal discriminant vectors are worked out. The
experiments show that the method proposed in this paper
can achieve good eGect.
2. Algorithms for three kinds of Fisher discriminant
analysis
2.1. Algorithms for FSLDA and ULDA
Our discussion on discriminant vector is based on the
Fisher criterion
’ T Sb ’
J  (’) = T
;
(1)
’ St ’
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where Sb and St are the between-class scatter matrix and
the total population scatter matrix respectively. Suppose St
is positive deJnite. The extreme value problem for J  (’) is
often discussed with the generalized eigenequation
Sb ’ = St ’:

(2)

The eigenvector corresponding to maximum eigenvalue of
Eq. (2), denoted by ’1 , is simultaneously taken as the Jrst
FSLDA vector and the Jrst ULDA vector. Based on the
Jin’s algorithm [2], the eigenvector corresponding to maximum eigenvalue of Eq. (3) can be taken as the ith FSLDA
discriminant vector (i ¿ 1):
MSb ’ = St ’;

the following (k ¿ 1):
max J  (’);
min f12 (’; ’1 );
:
:
:
2
(’; ’k−1 );
min fk−1

where
’Tj St ’
;

’Tj St ’j ’T St ’

fj (’; ’j ) = 

(3)

where M = I − DT (DSt−1 DT )−1 DSt−1 ; D = [’1 ’2 : : :
’i−1 ]T . I is the identity matrix. ’1 , ’2 ; : : : ; ’i−1 are the previous i − 1 FSLDA discriminant vectors. The eigenvector
corresponding to maximum eigenvalue of Eq. (4) can be
taken as the ith ULDA discriminant vector (i ¿ 1):
MSb ’ = St ’;

(4)

where M = I − St DT (DSt DT )−1 D; D = [’1 ’2 : : : ’i−1 ]T .
I is also the identity matrix. ’1 ; ’2 ; : : : ; ’i−1 are the previous
i − 1 ULDA discriminant vectors.
2.2. A novel problem model
First of all, some deJnitions are necessary to be introduced. As for feature extraction, every discriminant vector
corresponds to a feature component. For the same pattern
X in the original feature space, the feature component corresponding to ’i is yi = ’Ti X , and the feature component
corresponding to ’j is yj = ’Tj X . The covariance between
yi and yj is deJned as [3]
cov(yi ; yj ) = E[(yi − Eyi )(yj − Eyj )] = ’Ti St ’j

(5)

and the correlation coeEcient between yi and yj is deJned
by the following formula:
cov(yi ; yj )

cov(yi ; yi ) cov(yj ; yj )

(yi ; yj ) = 

’Ti St ’j

=
:
’Ti St ’i ’Tj St ’j

(7)

j = 1; 2; : : : ; k − 1:

The greater fj2 (’; ’j ) is, the higher the correlation between
the feature components extracted by ’ and ’j is. This model
requires that the feature component extracted by the kth
discriminant vector has the lowest correlation with anyone
of those extracted by the previous k −1 discriminant vectors,
meantime the kth discriminant vector is the available vector
corresponding to maximal Fisher criterion value. By contrast
with ULDA, the discriminant vectors obtained from this
model may correspond to greater Fisher criterion values, and
diGerent from FSLDA, the feature components extracted by
the discriminant vectors from the model are always only
little correlative to each other.
2.3. Solution to the novel problem model
Both J  (’) and fj2 (’; ’j )vary from 0 to 1. We transform
the above problem model into an evaluation function
P(’) = r0 J  (’) −

k−1


rj fj2 (’; ’j );

(8)

j=1

where
rj ¿ 0 (j = 0; 1; 2; : : : ; k − 1) is weighting coeEcient
and k−1
j=0 rj = 1. It is certain that the greater J (’) is and
the smallerfj2 (’; ’j ) is, the greater P(’) is. So, the kth
discriminant vector should be the vector corresponding to
maximal P(’). Because of
’T Sb ’  (’Tj St ’)2 =’Tj St ’j
rj
−
’ T St ’
’T S t ’
j=1
k−1

P(’) = r0
(6)

In this paper, (yi ; yj ) is also denoted by f(’i ; ’j ), which
means that the correlation coeEcient is deJned for the feature components extracted by ’i and ’j .
Since both of great Fisher criterion values and low correlations between extracted feature components are important for discriminant vectors, the following problem model
is proposed.
The vector corresponding to maximum eigenvalue of generalized eigenequation (2) is selected as the Jrst discriminant vector. The kth discriminant vector is worked out from

(9)

and P(’) = P(’), where  is an arbitrary constant and not
zero, the extreme value problem for P(’) can be transformed
into the constrained maximization problem
max P  (’);
’T St ’ = 1;

(10)
k−1

where P  (’) = r0 ’T Sb ’ − j=1 rj (’Tj St ’)2 =’Tj St ’j . By the
method of Lagrange multipliers, the following function can
be obtained:
L(’) = P  (’) − (’T St ’ − 1);

(11)
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where  is multiplier. When P(’) corresponds to maximum
value, the partial derivative of L(’) with respect to ’ will
be equal to zero, i.e.
2r0 Sb ’ − 2St ’ − 2

k−1


Table 1
The classiJcation error rates, on CENPARMI, based on the three
kinds of discriminant vectors

rj St ’j (’Tj St ’)=(’Tj St ’j ) = 0:

j=1

(12)
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Gabor
Legendre

FSLDA

ULDA

Method presented in
this paper

27.4
27.0

19.9
14.1

19.8
15.0

Caused by left-hand multiplier ’T , the following can be
derived from Eq. (12):
’T Sb ’  (’Tj St ’)2 =’Tj St ’j
rj
−
:
’ T St ’
’ T St ’
j=1
k−1

 = r0

(13)

Maximizing  is the sake. It is sure that St ’j (’Tj St ’) =
St (’j ’Tj )St ’. So, Eq. (14) is achieved:
M’ = St ’;

(14)

where
M = r 0 Sb −

k−1


rj St (’j ’Tj )St =(’Tj St ’j ):

(15)

j=1

So, solving for the kth discriminant vector can be presented
by Theorem 1.
Theorem 1. The kth (K ¿ 1) discriminant vector is the
vector corresponding to maximum eigenvalue of generalized eigenequation (14).
3. Experiments
In the following two experiments, rj = 1=k
(j = 0; 1; 2; : : : ; k − 1) is adopted for solving the kth
discriminant vector. Consequently, rj can be neglected
in
computing. In addition, we directly use the results of
k−2
T
T
j=1 St (’j ’j )St =(’j St ’j ), obtained in the previous steps,
to economize computational time. As a result, the computational complexity of M in our method is not greater than
those of FSLDA and ULDA, without matrix inverse in the
formulation.
3.1. Experiment on CENPARMI handwritten numeral
database
An experiment on Concordia University CENPARMI
handwritten numeral database is performed. The two
well-known kinds of features, 256-dimensional Gabor
transformation feature and 121-dimensional Legendre moment feature [1,4], are used in the experiment. There are
10 classes, i.e. 10 digits (from 0 to 9), and 600 samples for
each. The training samples and testing samples are 4000 and
2000, respectively [3]. In this experiment, 30 FSLDA discriminant vectors corresponding to positive Fisher criterion
values, all the available ULDA discriminant vectors and

all the available discriminant vectors coming from problem model (7), corresponding to positive Fisher criterion
values, are worked out. Feature extractions are respectively
performed based on these three kinds of discriminant vectors, and then the classiJcations, according to the minimum
distance classiJer, are respectively performed based on the
three kinds of extracted features.
Table 1 indicates that the classiJcation error rates
achieved by FSLDA are the highest. The classiJcation
results of ULDA are good. Based on ULDA, the classiJcation error rate on Gabor feature is 19.9%, and that
on Legendre feature is 14.1%. The classiJcation error
rates achieved by our method are comparative to ULDA.
Based on our method, the classiJcation error rates on Gabor feature and Legendre feature are 19.8% and 15.0%,
respectively.
3.2. Experiment on ORL face image database
ORL face image database is a widely used database [2].
In our experiment, the Jrst Jve images of each subject are
for training and the others are for testing and every image
is treated as a vector. It is notable that St is singular and
Eqs. (2)–(4) and (14) cannot be solved directly [2]. Each
signiJcant discriminant vector ’ must satisfy ’T Sb ’ ¿ 0,
according to Fisher’s idea, so, the following approach is
adopted. Firstly, all non-zero eigenvectors of Sb , corresponding to non-zero eigenvalues of Sb , are worked out. Suppose
matrix P consists of all the non-zero eigenvectors. Let
Ŝ b = P T Sb P, Ŝ t = P T St P. Secondly, based on the eigenequation Ŝ b ’ = Ŝ t ’, the Jrst discriminant vector of three kinds
of discriminant vectors can be obtained. Then, the other
discriminant vectors of three kinds of discriminant vectors
can be successively worked out according to respective
algorithms (Sb and St in the original algorithms are replaced by Ŝ b and Ŝ t , respectively). New feature space can
be formed based on two transformations. For every original
pattern X , the Jrst transformation is deJned by X  = P T X .
Then the second transformation is performed to form new
feature Y , based on the formula Y = T X  , where  consists of all the discriminant vectors of some discriminant
analysis method. In this experiment, the minimum distance
classiJer is also used to classify.
Table 2 shows the numbers of erroneous classiJcation samples resulted from three kinds of discriminant
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Table 2
The classiJcation results, on ORL, based on the three kinds of
discriminant vectors

Number of erroneous
classiJcation samples

FSLDA

ULDA

Our method

29

30

28

analysis. The number of erroneous classiJcation samples of
our method is 28, and those of ULDA and FSLDA are 30
and 29, respectively.
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